An epic reading adventure from Reception/P1...

100% decodable, children can read these books independently from the start, building confidence and reading stamina.

An Odd Bug
Oxford Level 2
(Turquoise Book Band)

Battle with the Beast
Oxford Level 7
(Turquoise Book Band)

Motivating reads which develop positive attitudes towards reading.

Arkon, The Old One, was standing in front of a glistening blue lake of energy. It was the Pool of Power.

Nok stepped forwards and raised his hand in a greeting.

“I’m so glad to see you, Arkon!” said Nok.

“I am glad to see you too, Nok,” Arkon said. He turned to the others. “Welcome, Max, Cat, Ant and Tiger.”
Stories become more challenging as your children develop their reading skills.

**The Contest**
*Oxford Level 11 (Lime Book Band)*

There was a loud *SPLASH!* Max looked behind him. Trikob had been leaning too far out when he threw the lasso. His board had toppled over and he had fallen off. Now his board was sinking and Trikob was floundering in the water.

**Cyberbee Break Out**
*Oxford Level 13 (Grey Book Band)*

A hazy cloud surrounded the nurps. Max and Ant could see hundreds of small metal objects swirling above them.

"It must be the cyberbee swarm!" cried Ant. They watched as the swarm circled the herd like a cloud of glitter hovering in midair. The jungle was filled with the sound of annoyed ‘nurping’.

My son Daniel is in Year 1 and absolutely loves the Project X Alien Adventure stories and they’re really motivating him to read independently. For World Book Day this March my son wanted to dress up as Nok, and he won.

**Sam Phillips**, The Mead Community Primary School, Trowbridge, Wilts

"Children enjoy the adventures of the characters. The levelled texts are attractive and appealing to children. It provides motivation to read on through levels."

**Katy Wright**, Parent

"My son Daniel is in Year 1 and absolutely loves the Project X Alien Adventure stories and they’re really motivating him to read independently. For World Book Day this March my son wanted to dress up as Nok, and he won."
...right up to the end of Year 6/P7

A new artwork style at Years 5 and 6/P6-P7 reflects children’s maturing tastes.

The Way Between Worlds
Oxford Level 15
(Dark Blue Book Band)

The Face of Fear
Oxford Level 18
(Dark Red Book Band)

These stories provide the challenge your children need to meet the new higher standards.

Alien Adventures Companions

Four Companions offer fun facts about the characters, spacesuits and gadgets, as well as comic strip adventures, games, jokes, and things to make and do.

“Down!” Tiger cried. Maximus dropped his head immediately. Tiger felt his heavy flaps as they fell. They were loaded for battle.

“Tear! At least. Tear! Tear!”

Tiger yelled the迷你-less right.

Maximus tried to respond, but Tiger had left it too late. The angle was too sharp. The horses body turned right, but the chariot veered too sharply. They were dropping fast.

The chariot bumped and jolted at the end of the road. Tiger’s feet slipped out of the footholes. Julian tried to take the reins, but it was all happening too quickly. Tiger couldn’t balance. He was thrown up and out! There was nothing below him but hard earth. Tiger hit Julian with hisillet. He was yanked back into the chariot.

Dark furniture stood against the panelled walls, benches, a cabinet, a long, low table. The only real light came from a small fire that burned in a grate at the far side of the room. Next to the fire was a huge chair.

As the friends stared at the back of the chair, a long, thin leg extended up into the air. Tiger shivered. Another leg, the colour of pitch, matched up. Both legs had long, pointed boots at the end. The boots gripped the back of the chair. Another leg appeared, and another and finally on to the arms of the chair. Slowly, the legs lifted a figure of a man. A man who was pre-reptile, too.

Tiger bit back a cry.

The man leaped himself over the chair; his multiple legs snatching him perfectly before his body hit the ground.

The Werer...